The generalized lightning traveling current source return stroke model (also called GTCS model) represents generalization of all engineering lightning return stroke models that is generalization of the transmission line (TL models, also called current propagation models) and traveling current source models (TCS models, also known as current generation models). The channel discharge function was introduced and calculated for special cases within the GTCS model. We applied new numerical method for the calculation of the channel discharge function. The proposed method is highly accurate, extremely efficient and relatively simple.
Introduction and Preliminaries
The GTCS model has made significant contribution to the study of atmospheric discharge at a time when it was developed [6] . Theoretically, it generalized all TCS models and eliminated many of their shortcomings, such as discontinuity of current and discontinuity of the first derivate of the current at the place of the return stroke current waveform [7] . This model can be observed as an AP model where the charge sections of the corona envelope are discharging one after another when current waveform of the return stroke comes. Each cylindrical section of the corona envelope is a small current source that is activated when the potential of the core is equalized with the potential of the earth after passing return stroke current waveform. According to its concepts, this model is based on TCS models [13] , although TL models can be derived from it.
From a mathematical point of view, this article represents a study of the new class of nonlinear Volterra integral equation of the first kind. Problems with these equations are classical problems in numerical analysis and many authors have dealt with them, but only a small number of them succeeded in the process of solving of such an equation with impulse function in the science of lightning [8] . Voltera equations of the first kind are inherently ill-posed problems, meaning the equation solutions are generally unstable. It means that a small error in the input data can lead to a divergent solution, which significantly complicates the numerical solution of integral equations. Volterra integral equation represents the essence of mathematical models in physics, high voltage engineering, ecology and economy.
The main purpose of this paper is to calculate the channel discharge function f (t − z/v * ) and analyze method, as well as the obtained results. We start with the Volterra integral equation of the first kind
where f (t) is an unknown function, while the known functions are the channel-base current function i cb , the total line charge density along the channel q 0 (z), the absolute time t, the channel altitude z, the speed of the return stroke v and the reduce return stroke speed v * . Using the so-called generalized time u, given by
we simply write f (t − z/v * ) = f (u). The functions i cb (t) and q 0 (z) are real physical quantities, and the channel discharge function that we calculate is fictitious physical quantity which are derived from the GTCS model. It presents the sum of all physical processes in the lightning channel during return stroke [5] . We used Heidler function [32] for modeling channel-base current as it is common in the literature. Its shape is given by
Unknown parameters in Eq. (3) are: I 0 is the maximum value of the current, n is the maximum current steepness, η is a correction factor of the current peak, and τ 1 and τ 2 are time constants determining current rise-time and current decay-time. The values of the parameters in the equation (3) can be obtained from the measurement. The function in which models charge in lightning channel q 0 (z) was introduced in [5] . Namely, starting from the Heidler function, the basic function for the line charge density was assumed in the form
with the parameters given by m = n, λ 1 = v * τ 1 and λ 2 = v * τ 2 , while the variable z represents the heigh of the channel.
Having known the form of the basis function (4), in general case we can obtain the function of the line charge density as a sum of the basis function and the perturbation of its derivatives,
The parameters λ d 1 and λ d 2 can be obtained as
2 , where τ d 1 and τ d 2 are time discharge constants for given GTCS model. The parameter Q 0 is the maximum value of the line charge density. The biggest advantage of the function for modeling the charge in the lightning channel (5) in compare to other functions is that it allows to take into account the influence of different charge distribution on physical processes in the lightning channel and on the radiated lightning electromagnetic pulse (LEMP).
The speed of the return stroke v that appeared in the previous expressions is a constant and it is determined based on the optical measurements.
The first step towards precise identification of physical processes in the lightning channel is calculation of the function f (u). According to the physics of electrical discharges, this function must satisfy the following four conditions:
for some u 0 > 0. The second step is connecting the obtained result with the physics of electrical discharges in cylindrical geometry, which will be studied in some other papers.
According to (1), we deal with non-homogeneous Volterra integral equation of the first kind. It can be simplified by introducing the following transformation f
By a change of variables z = v * τ, and taking q 0 (z) = q 0 (v * τ) = q(τ) and i cb (t)/v * = i(t), the integration in (10) over [0, v * t] reduces to the interval (0, t), so the equation (10) becomes an equation on convolution type
This type of equations is very sensitive to perturbations in the parameters, which is particularly present herein due to very rapid changes in the functions that appear in this equation. Therefore, its solving is not easy and requires a special treatment. Sometimes, it is necessary to divide the interval into several sub-segments.
Methods for Solving Volterra Equation of Convolution Type
In this section we will introduce three methods for solving Volterra's integral equation on convolution type (11):
• Laplace transform method;
• Convolution quadrature method;
• Modified composite trapezoidal formula.
The last of them has recently been considered in [30] , including several examples. Therefore, our aim in this section is to present applications of the first two methods and give few typical examples. We consider the method of transformation of Laplace for basic method, which in this case requires the Meier G-functions application.
Laplace transform method
This is the standard method for finding the solution of the Volterra integral equation of convolution type (11) . The Laplace transform of a function t → f 1 (t), defined for all real numbers t ≥ 0, is the function F 1 (s) given by
and its application to the convolution (11) gives
where I(s) and Q(s) are Laplace transforms of i(t) and q(t).
In order to determine these transforms we need the following integral
which can be expressed in terms of the Meijer G-function, defined by (see [4, p. 207 
where an empty product is interpreted as 1, and parameters a ν and b ν are such that no pole of
As we can see m and n are such that 1 ≤ m ≤ q and 1 ≤ n ≤ p. Roughly speaking, the contour L separates the poles of functions
A discussion on three different paths of integration can be found in [4, p. 207] . Notice also that an alternative (equivalent) definition of the Meijer G-function can be done in terms of the inverse Mellin transform (see [31, p. 793] ). and it is suitable for both, symbolic and numerical manipulation, and its value can be evaluated with an arbitrary precision. In many special cases, MeijerG is automatically converted to other functions.
In fact, this result represents the Laplace transform of the function
According to properties of the Laplace transform, we also have
Now, we are able to find the Laplace transformations for i(t) = i cb (t)/v * and q(t) = q 0 (v * t), given by (3) and (5), respectively. Thus, we have
where G n is given by (15) and the constant A is given by A = I 0 /(ηv * ). In order to find the Laplace transform of
and is defined by (4). Now we introduce new time constantsτ 1 andτ 2 by
and by putting t =τ 1 x, we have
where G m is given by (15) . Now, according to (5) , with (v * t) =ˆ (t), we have
Since m ≥ 1 and
we conclude thatˆ (0) = 0 andˆ (0) = 0 for m ≥ 2 andˆ (0) = 1/τ 1 when m = 1. Therefore, for the Laplace transform of q(t) we obtain
because of (20) . Here, δ m,1 is Kronecker's delta.
Thus, according to (13) , (18) and (22), we get the Laplace transform of the solution t → f 1 (t) of the integral equation of convolution type (11) in the form
.
As before, we can put
2 , where τ d 1 and τ d 2 are time discharge constants for given GTCS model. Then, we have
where
. As we know the Laplace transform F 1 (s) is an analytic function in the region | arg(s − σ)| < π − ϕ, with ϕ < π/2 and σ ∈ R, and satisfies the condition |F 1 (s)| ≤ M/|s| µ for some positive constants M and µ. Then, the inverse transforms of F 1 (s) can be done by
where Γ is a curve locates in the analytic region of F 1 (s) and can be chosen as running from ∞ · e −i(π−ϕ) to ∞ · e i(π−ϕ) (cf. [17] ). In general case, this complex integral cannot be computed in analytic form. In such cases we must use some methods for its approximative computation for a given t > 0. Different methods for numerical inversion of the Laplace transform were described in several papers [11] , [35] , [16] , [1] , [2] , [36] , [26] , [38] , [14] , [10] , [37] , which include Fourier series expansions, Laguerre and Puiseux expansions, a combination of Gaver functionals, different deformations of the Bromwich contour, as well as a method based on Müntz systems (see [24] , [25] ).
By determining the values f 1 (t ν ) on a particular discrete set T = {t ν } ν , we are able to obtain an approximation formula, usually interpolation (cf. [21] , [22] ), for the inverse transform of F 1 (s). Such a solution will be called the "exact" solution of the Volterra integral equation of convolution type (11). Example 2.3. Now, we consider a typical example of (3), (4), and (5), with the following data:
[s], η = 0.87, n = 5;
as well as
The problem will be considered on the interval [0, 
where, according to (19) ,τ 1 = 6 × 10 Using (23) and Lemma 2.2, we obtain the Laplace transform of t → f 1 (t) in terms of the Mejer function,
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where Applying the Gaver method [11] (see also [36] ), we determine the numerical values of f 1 (t) for a given t ∈ [0, T max ]. According to the behavior of the function t → f 1 (t), we divide the interval [0, T max ] into six subintervals
and take in each of these subintervals 6, 75, 40, 20, 40, 25 equidistant points, respectively. The obtained values of the function f 1 (τ ν ) in these points τ ν (blue points), as well as the corresponding interpolation function, i.e., the "exact" solution (red line), are presented in Figure 1 on [0, T max /5]. Finally, we mention that this kind of numerical inversion takes a long time. In our case, it is about one hour and 30 minutes for calculating 206 values in all of 6 subintervals using the Gaver method. Indeed, for calculating one value of f 1 (τ ν ), the running time is about 26 seconds, so that the total time for all values is about 5356 seconds. The running time is evaluated by the function Timing in Mathematica and it includes only CPU time spent in the Mathematica kernel. That kind of work may give different results on different occasions within a session, because of the use of internal system caches. In order to generate worst-case timing results independent of previous computations we used the command ClearSystemCache[]. All computations were performed in Mathematica, Ver. 11.12, on MacBook Pro, OS X 10.13.6.
Convolution quadrature method
Here, we consider a method developed by Lubich [17] [18] [19] (see also [33, Chap. 2] ). As before, let F 1 (s) denote the Laplace transform of f 1 (t) in (11), given by (12) . In order to describe this convolution quadrature method we note that
where Q(s) = L[q(t)](s). Substituting it into (11) we can get
It is easy to see that this function t → ϕ(t, s) (in the first variable) satisfies the following initial (Cauchy) value problem
After discretizing the time with equal steps ∆t = h, i.e., t n = nh, n = 0, 1, . . ., the solution of (27) at these points ϕ(nh, s) can be approximated by the discrete values y n obtained by some multistep method
where y −k = · · · = y −1 = 0 and f 1 (t) = 0 for t < 0. Details on multistep methods can be found in [23, Ch. 8.2] . Multiplying (28) by ζ n+k and summing over n ∈ N 0 , we get
Thus, in this way, an approximation of ϕ(t, s) at t = nh, denoted by y n , can be obtained as the n-th coefficient of the power series
y n ζ n . Furthermore, according to (26) and using Cauchy's integral formula, we can get the corresponding approximation of i(t) at t = nh. Since Q(s) is analytic in the inside region of the curve Γ, we have
Assuming the power Taylor expansion
the right hand side in the previous formula becomes
The coefficients ω j (h) can be expressed as
where ρ is sufficiently small radius such that the disk |z| ≤ ρ belongs to the analytic region of the function z → Q(δ(z)/h). Thus, Lubich's convolution quadrature method can be expressed in the form
where R(t; f 1 ) is the corresponding remainder term.
The coefficients ω j (h) can be calculated numerically, taking z = ρe iθ in (29) and applying the composite
Remark 2.4. In the recent paper, Ma and Liu [20] have used M = 10n, ρ n = √ ε, and ε = 10 −16 , in order to obtain a precision of order O( √ ε). The computation complexity by FFT has been O(n log n).
An alternative method for calculating quadrature weights ω j (h) can be done in the following form (cf. [3] , [9] , [20] )
using basis functions φ j (t), j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., given by the generating function (see [3, Eq. (3.1)])
Explicit formulas for ω j (h) based on the backward difference formulas of the first and second order (BDF1 and BDF2) were used in [28] and [12] . 
where H j is the Hermite polynomial of degree j, so that the basis functions are
These basis functions φ j (t), j = 0, 1, . . . , 8, for k = 1 and k = 2, are presented in Figure 2 . In a similar way, we can get the basis functions for k ≥ 3. The main problem in numerical computation of the quadrature weights ω j (h) given by (31) can be slow convergence of the corresponding quadrature rule, due to the proximity of the singularities of the function t → q(t) around the origin t = 0. According to (21) , with (19), we can see that the extension of the function t →ˆ (t) to the complex plane C has some singularities at the pointsτ 1 exp i (2k+1)π m , k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1. These singularities are also present in the function t → q(t) (extended to C), only with a higher order. As a suitable transformation for the elimination of singularities in the integration process can be taken
Example 2.5. We consider again the same problem as in Example 2.3, but to solve it we use the convolution quadrature method. Taking the simplest basis functions (BDF1) φ j (t) = e −t t j / j!, j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., we can calculate the quadrature weights ω j (h) using (31) and (24),
i.e.,
) 2 e , k = 0, 1, 2, 3, can be eliminated by using (32) , so that the last integrals become
where For calculating these integrals we can use the exponential transformation ξ = exp π 2 sinh x to transform them to integrals over (−∞, ∞) and then, it is enough to apply the composite trapezoidal rule on a finite interval (cf. [29] , [27] ). In our case, for calculating the integrals ω j (h) in (33) we used the command NIntegrate in Mathematica, with the options Method->"DoubleExponential" and WorkingPrecision -> WP, where WP is a given working precision. The method is much faster than the Laplace transform method and it does not use special functions like the Meijer G-function. For example, for calculating one of integrals in (33) . for j = 100 and h = 10 −10 , the running time is 11 ms (20 ms) if WP=20 (WP=50). For a given h > 0 we can compute the convolution weights ω j (h), j = 0, 1, . . . , n, and then we approximate the convolution integral in (11) at the points t = t k = kh, k = 0, 1, . . . , n, by the convolution quadrature (30) .
Omiting R(t k ; f 1 ) and putting f 1 (kh) ≡f k , k = 0, 1, . . . , n, we obtain the following triangular system of linear equations,
. . .
In our case, taking h = 1.5 × 10 −8 [s] and the equidistant points
−6 ], we can get an approximate solution of t → f 1 (t). Namely, by solving (33) we obtain approximate valuesf k , k = 0, 1, . . . , n, of f 1 (t) at the points t = t k = kh, k = 0, 1, . . . , n. Its interpolation function is displayed in Fig. 4 , together with the "exact" function obtained by the inverse Laplace transformation. Based on these graphics, we can notice that the corresponding curves differ in their initial parts when t is small (before its minimum). 
, j ≥ 0, the absolute error in the corresponding approximation of f 1 (t) on [0, T max /100] = [0, 2 × 10 −7 ] for two different values of h is presented in Fig. 5 (right) . We see that the maximal absolute error is about 4000 [1/s] (blue line) when h = 2 × 10 −9 [s]. [s]), as well as t → i(t) (black line), are presented in Fig. 6 (left) . We can see that the graphics of i h (t) for h = h 2 and h = h 3 are almost the same as one of i(t). The corresponding residual function R h (t) = i h (t) − i(t) , i.e., the difference between the approximation i h (t) and the given function i(t), is displayed in Figure 6 (right) for the same three values of h. (green line)) and t → i(t) (black line) (left) and the corresponding residual functions t → R h (t) (right) Finally, the channel discharge function t → f (t) can be obtained from f 1 (t) as
Its graphics is presented in Figure 7 . 
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed and analyzed a precise, efficient and relatively simple method for solving an integral equation of the form (1). Compared to the standard Laplace transformation method, the convolution quadrature method based on the BDF-functions and the calculation of the quadrature weights by (31) , including the transformation (32) for eliminating singularities, has several advantages. As we mentioned, the method is much faster than the Laplace transform method and it does not use special functions like the Meijer G-function.
Calculating the channel discharge function opens the way to many calculations in the physics of electrical discharges and power engineering.
